

**Tempos Fugit** As Customs Change A Lawrence College

By Eliza Adamson

"Shades of things that are past," says Mr. Egan; but Lawrence goes on for ever," is a common saying, and it is indeed true. Though the traditions and customs of the college have changed, the spirit remains. The college has a chance to eke some good memories even when the traditions have changed.

### Bandelier's Talk

Bandelier's talk at the meeting of the History Club Wednesday night will be an interesting event. The subject will be "American History," and the talk will be given by a prominent historian. The audience is expected to be large.

### Spertka's Visit

Spertka, a famous tenor, will be visiting Lawrence College on Friday, January 26. He will give a recital in the auditorium. The public is welcome to attend.

### Heifetz's Visit

The Heifetz of today is this little boy who has won fame at concerts throughout the world. He will give a recital on the campus of Lawrence College on Thursday, January 25. The public is invited to attend.

### Paintings On Exhibit

Attracting Great Interest

Paintings from the archives of the Lawrence Art Club will be on exhibit in the art alcove of the library. The exhibit is furnished by the college and is expected to be of great interest to the students. The paintings are of great value and will be a welcome addition to the college's collection.

### French Club

"Fisher & Baker" by Pierre Loti will be the subject of the French Club's meeting at the meeting of the French Club on February 3. The meeting will be held in the auditorium.

### Veritas Seem To Be In Recital-Program By Saret

Out of the unusually rich array of events that Lawrence College will offer during the next few weeks, the most popular will be the recital-program by Saret. Saret, a well-known pianist, will give a recital on the campus of Lawrence College on Thursday, January 26. The public is invited to attend.

### History Club

Dr. A. A. Taylor, a leading authority on the subject of "The Influence of War," will lecture on the subject at the meeting of the History Club on February 3. The lecture will be held in the auditorium.

### Current Events

The Lawrence Express, Lawrence's student-owned, student-written newspaper, gives a great deal of space to the current events of the day. The paper is published weekly and is a valuable source of information for the students.

### Lawrence Goes On For Ever

"Lawrence goes on for ever," says Mr. Egan; but the college has a chance to eke some good memories even when the traditions have changed. The college has a chance to eke some good memories even when the traditions have changed.

### Lawrence's First Student-Owned, Student-Written Newspaper

Lawrence's first student-owned, student-written newspaper, Lawrence Weekly, was founded in 1929. The paper is published weekly and is a valuable source of information for the students.
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and many think that it does, then the practice should be scrapped of philosophy or historical fact. Students will find it to their advantage to attend these concert treats.

Little has been said this year about the cultural advantages that up for?" he would slink sorrowfully in a car and was often loath to leave the house to board them with their owners. Occasionally to a reunion of the fraternity he was brought home by one or other of them and he only showed hale-sane cheerfulness when over a long journey when his owner returned. Only in a reunion of the fraternity and the meeting again the next morning."

He was honored in every country among them were those of Carolus-Duran, his brother, and Frans Hals and Van Dyck, whose style he studied. After the meeting the club members were served.

In a recent meeting of fraternity presidents the question of abolishing the Hell week system with its extraneous activities was taken up and discussed, with the result that the question was referred to the several chapters on the campus for consideration. As yet no definite action, but the question offers an interesting topic of speculation. It is a question in which the Lawrentian has been vitally interested and which was brought up in the editorial columns last year with little result.

Just what the task of abolishing the present system would involve in its place to be treated the problem at present. While it is generally believed that a modification of the present system would in most cases be for the better, the question in the minds of many Greeks is what will take the place of Hell week. Obviously, something must be substituted and fortunately men are not willing to part with their traditions for the sake of an organization of no use or value to them. On the other hand, the present system can be an evil, and many think that it does, then the practice should be scrapped for a better.

The point is one which is open to question, and the Lawrentian is in favor of having it discussed at some length through its columns in an effort to arrive at a unanimous conclusion. The problem is one of vital concern to every house on the campus, and can be discussed without disclosing any information traditionally confined to the respective chapters. It is a matter of the utmost importance to settle the matter, and would appreciate the use of its columns as a medium of communication.

FRUIT
FOR THAT BREAKFAST
The Chicago Fruit Store
J. Emery, Prop.
223 E. College Ave.

Student Supplies
Lease Leaf
Note Books
Laundry Cases
Stationery Pencils
Memory Paper

A YOUR WALK
AND TALK
OF APPLETON
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $600,000.00
The FIRST TRUST COMPANY
OF APPLETON
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000.00

Langstadt Electric Co.
Headquarters for Things Electrical
233 E. College Ave. Phone 209

For Health's Sake Take a Salad or Fresh Vegetable with Your Meal at the Y.M.C.A. Cafeteria

EAT GMEINER'S FRESH HOME MADE CANDIES

Sig Eps Mourn Death Of Oldest Campus Mascot, 'Sig'

By John Hagedorn
"Sig" is dead. Like Napoleon at 80, Helen at 80, he died away from the scene of action. He was a marked man in Lawrence, and for many years he held the stage as a pet horse. He has been taken to Marengo for a much needed vacation and while there died of age and indigestion.

"Sig" entered the ranks of the fraternity when he was six months old, which was a splendid family of English bulldogs and fox terriers. At the time of his life all members of the fraternity were kept busy keeping him out of fights, but during his last two years he suffered from indigestion, made frequent trips to a veterinary for treatment and consumed many hours of sleep in his bed.

It is safe to say that he was loved, but not to the excess of some of the fans. He was noted for his ability to keep the peace of any mascot on Lawrence territory.

Beethoven's work includes several sonatas, symphonies, and the Ninth Symphony. Pictures were shown on the screen of the paintings of the artist's friends and students.

The Vikings left yesterday for their first extended trip of the current season, playing Cornell and Coe in a pair of Midwest conference games. The trip will be a big test of the Blue’s chances for the conference title, and will go a long way in giving the fans a true line on the team. So far the work has not marked them as world beaters nor as beneath the average. It is generally conceded, however, that the team has the possibilities of becoming one of the strongest in many years. The present journey will be instrumental in rating them one way or the other. As to the games themselves, little result.

The height of tough luck is the one "club" that will mark the end of the season, and would appreciate the use of its columns as a medium of communication.

CULTURE AND THE STUDENT
Little has been said this year about the cultural advantages to be derived by Lawrence students and the citizens of Appleton through the work of the conservatory of music. At the same time the fact must not be lost sight of that the conservatory, aside from its purpose of training young men and women for the field of music, offers a definite contribution to the cultural background of the city and its surroundings. The appearance in the musical world of such fine artists as Arthur Shutt, Jocelyn Nevin, and others is a matter of the utmost importance to hear music that other communities are unable to procure. It is the duty of college life to be interested in the necessities of musical, and other interests are too often responsible for the diverting of attention from these artistic elements, but it should be remembered that artistic creation is as much a part of a full education as any principle of philosophy or historical fact. Students will find it to their advantage to attend these concert treats.
The interfraternity basketball of the 1928-29 season got off to a start last Tuesday when the Theta Phi's and the I.D.'s met in the big gym. The Theta Phi's and Betas took the floor to play off the game postponed from last Saturday. The second game was played live between the Phi Kaps and Big Red, resulting in a 27-18 win for the former quintet, while the score of 38-28 between the Beta's and Phi Kaps was on the long end of the count.

The Phi Kaps opened up the game by a close margin, leading a point back in the first of the first half. They managed to score only three points in the first quarter. The Theta Phi's, on the other hand, while the Phi Kaps took up eight points. The Theta Phi's, midway and ahead at one and at quarter, were the high point of the game early. The second half saw the Phi Kaps gain an edge of five points, but the score was later equalized by the Theta Phi's, and the game ended with a total of seven contests.

Four Books Added To English Club Library

Four new books have been added to the English club library. They are, "Elizabeth and Essex" by Lytton Strachey; "Ponderings of Man" by John Erisken; "A Bread of Ducklings" by Frank Swinnerton; and "Jewels of Literature" by Gertrude Atherton.

The interfraternity bowling tournament went into its third round of play Monday afternoon with the Phi Kaps breaking up against the Phi Kaps and the I.D.'s coming into conflict with the Theta Phi's. Both contests were concluded with close decisions, the respective scores revealing very little contrast.

The Phi Kaps inaugurated the afternoon's play in conjunction with the Phi Kaps, to whom they finally found yield in a 3-1 match. In administering the defeat, the Alpha Kappa  swimmers, in a position perhaps dangerously close to the Phi Kaps who continue to lead the field. Michigan again was easily the hero of the Phi Kaps as he led a total of 68. This occurred was unprepared without difficulty by Hill, who led the Phi Kaps with a tally of 102 points. The final results showed a difference of 200 points in the team totals. Last Saturday's schedule was compared last night when the Phi Chi and the Delta Chi played the Theta Phi on the floor of the Inter-fraternity Women's Board.

Chemistry Club

Arden Hills, Ill., in an article, speaks of "a democratic movement," before a meeting of the chemistry club held Tuesday evening in the chemistry lecture room, Science hall.

The following programs, which constitute the first week's entertainment and awards to champion teams and sportsmen in every event, top to bottom, bowling, wrestling, swimming, diving, boxing, sailing, and field throwing in the winter, and boating, wrestling, and field throwing in the spring, and played baseball in the spring. In the college campus division, which is open to all college students, the year is given over to the inter-fraternity division, which is open to all fraternity and sorority members of the college.
When Winter Comes

When Winter Comes

Maesch To Give Recital At Church

Organ Professor To Appear In Sometime January 25

On Friday evening, Jan. 25, Dr. Helge Maesch, professor of organ, will appear in recital at the Conservatory of Music. The concert will be played at the Congregational Church as the seasonally installed 37' model organ, which Maesch himself designed.

Maesch, for three years his taught organ and theory, has won recognition as a thorough musician and as an accomplished organist by successfully passing the examinations for the American Guild of Organists, which is the highest honor in that field to be attained in the United States. The title A.R.G.O. was conferred in 1918.

Following his graduation from the conservatory as an organ major, in 1919, he studied at the University of Michigan with Paul Civin, who under the direction of the organ this new organ will find.

Maesch's program will be one to capture attention from the standpoint of varied style and literature. He will play a particular attention to the organ's transcriptional ability. A group of modernistic compositions originating from organs of the contemporary school will be followed by arrangements from old favorites. Maesch will close the evening with a group of heavier numbers of extreme technical difficulty.

Dr. W. A. McVeigh, faculty member of Phi Chi Omega, originated the idea of the contest on Front of Maesch on Sunday.

Engagement

The pledge of Delta Gamma sorority will entertain al at dinner at the home of John C. Munroe, 321 E. Allen St. on Monday night.

Diner

Pledge Berta Tun

The pledges of Phi Mu will entertain the in the stage door Monday evening.

Student Regatta
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Presentation Musical Recital Tomorrow

When Winter Comes

A student recital of voice, piano, and violin selections will be presented at Peabody Hall tomorrow afternoon at 2:00 o'clock. Featuring from the class of Miss Viola Hawthorn, Miss Essam Fleischman, Professor John E. Fingerson, and Professor Percy Sullivan. The program follows:

Present Musical Recital Tomorrow

...and preceding stage play.
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You will enjoy eating them.

FISCHER DIAMONDS

218 East College Ave.

Elm Tree Bakery

A. Flesler, Proprietor

Elm Tree Rolls and Pastries are most delicious. You will enjoy eating them.

The Upstairs Dress Shop

218 East College Ave.

Final Week of January Clearance Sale

Dresses at $10 - $25.00 - $14.50 - $17
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